Art created at CHlkids ‘96

there once was a bunny.
that run away from
home.but he got lonely,
he wanted his mom.he
wanted his dad.so
he went home.
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S T E R E 0 S
Mitchel Resnick, Amy Bruckman, and Fred Martin

Would you rather that your children learn to play the piano,
or learn to play the stereo?
THE STEREO HAS MANY ATTRACTIONS: IT IS EASIER THAN

PIANO, YOU CAN BECOME A CREATOR, NOT JUST A CON-

THE PIANO TO PLAY, AND IT PROVIDES IMMEDIATE ACCESS

SUMER, OF MUSIC, EXPRESSING YOURSELF MUSICALLY IN

TO A WIDE RANGE OF MUSIC. BUT “EASE OF USE” SHOULD

INCREASINGLY EVER-MORE COMPLEX WAYS. AS A RESULT.

NOT BE THE ONLY CRITERION. PLAYING THE PIANO CAN BE

YOU CAN DEVELOP A MUCH DEEPER RELATIONSHIP WITH

A MUCH RICHER EXPERIENCE. BY LEARNING TO PLAY THE

(AND DEEPER UNDERSTANDING 00 MUSIC.
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o, too,

with

computers.

external creations provide an opportunity for
people to reflect on-and
then revise and

Educational

technology has too heavily emphasized
the equivalent of stereos and CDs and

not

enough.

emphasized

computational

extend-their

Of course, not all design experiences (or all
construction
kits) are created equal. Some
provide richer learning opportunities
than

pianos

In our research group at the MIT

Media Lab, we are developing a new generation of “computational
construction
kits”
that,
Mitchel Resnick
(mres@media.mit.edu)

like pianos,

enable

people

internal models of the world.

others. What criteria should guide the design
of new construction kits and activities? The
concept of learning-by-doing
has existed for a

to express

themselves in increasingly ever-more complex
ways, deepening their relationships with new

long time. But the literature

on the subject

tends to describe specific activities and gives
little attention to the general principles gov-

domains of knowledge.
(asbQmedia.mit.edu)

To guide the development of these computational construction kits, we are developing a

learning.

Fred Martin

theory of constructional design. Whereas the
traditional field of instructional design focuses on strategies and materials to help teachers

design of new construction kits and activities,
These
constructional-design
principles
involve two different types of “connections”:

Amy Bruckman

(fredmQmedia.mit.edu)

MIT Media Laboratory
20 Ames Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
http://el.www.media.
mit.edu/groups/el/

erning the kinds of “‘doing” most conducive to

instruct, our theory of constructional
design
focuses on strategies and materials to help students construct and learn. Constructional
design is a type of metadesign: it involves the

l

design of new tools and activities to support
students in their own design activities. In
short, constructional
design involves designing for designers [ 121.
In recent years, a growing number of
researchers and educators have argued that
design projects provide rich opportunities for
learning

[3, 5, 141. In particular,

From

our

experiences,

developed two general principles

we have
to guide the

Personal connections. Construction kits
and activities should connect to users’
interests, passions, and experiences. The
point is not simply to make the activities
more “motivating.” When activities
involve objects and actions that are
familiar, users can draw on their previous knowledge,
their preexisting

Papert [S]

connecting

new ideas to

intuitions.

9 Epistemological connections. Construction kits and activities should connect to
important domains of knowledge-and,
more significantly, encourage new ways
of thinking (and even new ways of
thinking about thinking). A welldesigned construction kit makes certain
ideas and ways of thinking particularly
salient, so that users are likely to connect
with those ideas in a natural way in the
process of designing and creating,
has argued for a ‘constructionist”
approach to
learning. There are many reasons for this
interest in design-based
learning.
Design
activities involve people as active participants,
giving them a greater sense of control over
(and personal involvement
in) the learning
process. Moreover, the things that people
design (be they sand castles, computer programs, LEG0 constructions, or musical compositions) serve as external shadows of the
designer’s internal
mental models. These

q

interactions..

The challenge of constructional
designand it is a significant challenge-is
to create
construction kits with both types of connections. Many learning materials and activities
offer one type of connection but not the other.
In this article, we discuss three of our computational construction kits. In each case, we discuss how the kit aims to facilitate both personal
and epistemological connections-and,
result, support rich learning experiences.
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to embed

StarLogo

bricks

computers

enable

stu-

in the world,

enables them to construct

the dictates

of the queen ant but by local

interactions

among the worker ants. In mar-

ket economies,

worlds

distributed

In particular, StarLogo is designed to help
systems-such

orderly

centralized

arise

In

ant

ing the workings

--------~-.-_---

important

of such systems.

ized ways of thinking.

for

terns

example, trail patterns are determined not by

interactions..

are

seem to have strong attachments

without

colonies,

systems

the sciences and social sciences,

but most people have difficulty understand-

immune sys-

netrvorks. In these sys-

patterns

control.

throughout

as ant colonies,

traffic jams, market economies,
terns, and computer
tems,

arise from interac-

marketplaces.

Decentralized

students model and explore the behaviors of
decentralized

patterns

tions among millions of buyers and sellers in

in the computer.
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patterns of an ant colony), they generally

you bump into a wood chip, pick up the

assume that there is some type of centralized
control (a queen ant). According to this way

wood chip, wander randomly

of thinking, a pattern can exist only if some-

wood chip you’re carrying, start over. This

one (or something) creates and orchestrates
the pattern.

strategy uses only local sensory information
and a simple control strategy, but the group

StarLogo

until you

bump into another wood chip, put down the

as a whole accomplishes a sophisticated task.

is designed to help students

Traditionally,

make a fundamental epistemological shift, to

these types of complex

move beyond the “centralized mindset” to
more decentralized ways of thinking [ 10, 111.

decentralized systems have been studied only
at the university level, using differential

StarLogo allows students to construct and

equations and other advanced mathematical

experiment with decentralized systems. They
write simple rules for thousands of objects

techniques. StarLogo enables much younger
students to explore these systems-and
to

(e.g., artificial ants), then observe the patterns (e.g., colony-level foraging patterns)

gain an understanding of the underlying
ideas of self-organizing [lo] and probabilistic

that arise from all of the interactions. By cre-

[ 191 behavior.

ating their own StarLogo models, students
can build on personal connections. For example, two high-school students who had
recently received their drivers’ licenses used

StarLogo makes these ideas accessible to
younger students by providing them with a

StarLogo to model the formation of traffic
jams on the highway-a topic of great interest to them. They discovered (counter to
their initial intuitions) how traffic jams can
form through simple, decentralized interactions among cars, without any centralized
cause such as an accident, radar trap, or broken bridge.
Another high-school student named Callie
used StarLogo to model the workings of a
termite colony (see Figure 2). Callie had seen
a television program that showed termites
building intricate structures on the plains of
AfZca. She wondered how creatures as simple
as termites could build such elaborate structures. She decided to program a colony of virtual termites to gather wood chips into a pile.
At first, Callie tried to put one termite in
charge and programmed that termite to tell
all of the other termites where to put the
wood chips. But it is difficult to establish that
type of centralized control in StarLogo. We
discussed some of the drawbacks of a centralized leader: What would happen, for
instance, if the leader termite was killed? Callie experimented with more decentralized
approaches (more in line with the underlying
structure of StarLogo) and found that the
colony didn’t need a leader after all. In her
final model, each termite followed the same
set of simple rules: wander randomly until

interactions..

stronger personal connection to the undcrlying models. Traditional differential-equation
approaches are “impersonal” in two ways.
The first is obvious: they rely on abstract
symbol manipulation. The second is more
subtle: They deal in aggregate quantities. In
the termite example, differential equations
would describe how the density of wood
chips evolves over time. There are now some’
very good computer modeling tools--such as
Stella [13] and Model-It [4]-based on diC
ferential equations. These tools eliminate the
need to manipulate symbols, focusing on
more qualitative and graphical descriptions.
But they still rely on aggregate quantities.
StarLogo, by contrast, lets students think
about the actions and interactions of individual objects. StarLogo is not simply a computerization of a traditional mathematical
model; it supports what we call ‘computational models”-models that wouldn’t make
sense without a computer. In the terniitc
example, students think not about aggregate
quantities but about individual termites and
individual wood chips. They can imagine
themselves as termites and think about what
they might do. In this way, StarLogo cnablcs
learners to “dive into” the model, making a
more personal connection. Future versions of
StarLogo will enable users to zoom in and
out, making it easier for users to shift back
and forth in perspective from the individual
level to the group level.
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Whereas StarLogo users typically build new

language (MOOSE) and new client interface

worlds on their own or in pairs, MOOSE Cross-

(MacMOOSE) designed to make learning to

ing provides a way for children to build virtual
worlds together as part of an online community.

program easier for kids. For each object that
kids create, they write a combination of text

MOOSE Crossing gives children the oppor-

and computer code to describe the properties

tunity not only to “talk” with one another

and behaviors of the object. For example, one

online, but also to collaboratively construct,

1a-year-old girl created a baby penguin that is

with words and computer programs, the virtu-

always hungry. It responds differently when

al world in which they interact [I]. MOOSE

you offer it different kinds of food, and it

Crossing is similar to existing MUD environ-

won’t eat certain foods if it is on a diet. A 9-

ments [2], but it includes a new programming

year-old girl made a magical room at the end

‘look again i just changed the discription’

‘- -.,.
,.‘..?
‘- .
-. ,;’
::,
.-

You see alexs shop keeper and Pumpernickel here.
Alexander is here.
Alexander says, ’to’
Alexander says, ”
sap great!
Looks verp nice!
You say ‘great! Looks very nice!’
Alexander says, ‘you can buy a dog, parrot, flopdisky,
i ball, or sports bag here’
Alexander says, ‘sports ball that is’
--> look
--> say great!
Looks very nice!
--> say neat !I
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of the rainbow-answer

the riddle correctly

as expressive media through

help one another with their projects and share

make personally significant meanings

them with others excitedly. MOOSE Crossing

words, they establrsh a new eprstemologicdl

places construction

relationship

activities in a community

which they r;ln

to many children

appealing

because it draws on their

personal connection

to these ways of understandrng

to computer

games, to

MOOSE Crossing establishes new conncctions between
are often

different ways of knowing

separated

and isolated

elements of popular culture, and to socializing

activities. Making

with each other. The environment

is equal parts creatrve writing

of a text-based

adventure

has the feel

game (and histori-

cally has its roots in such games), but it opens
up greater

intellectual

only can experience
it. Children
the subject
inspiration

challenges.

You not

the world but also build

often choose popular
of their

culture as

conversations

for their creations:

one afternoon,

two

and

an

for example,

12-year-old

girls started

programming.

and computer

Making a MOOSE object helps

children with a greater initial strength in one
area develop greater confidence

and compe-

tence in the other. One g-year-old

because she sees it as a form of writing. Asked
if she likes to write, she replred yes-in

talking about Star Trek and decided to build

she’s writing

on MOOSE Crossing, she’s writing

media.mit.edu/people/
asblmoose-crossing/

The only difference

1 l-year-old

of writing

called Paradise Island, then
agency
added

to sell people
a car rental

agency.

project. It’s important
she wanted

to

and last

Several factors

connection

to the

that she decided what

make:

assigned a project,

Rather

than

being

she chose one that was

personally meaningful

to her. Her entire par-

between

people,

programs.

these two krnrls

is that “programmrng

it everythrnq

has to be right so the thing you’re making can
work.”

She is bridging from her strong verbal

skills to develop

greater

interest and skill in

more analytic activities
The children participating
ing are mostly between

in MOOSE Cros+

9 and 13 years old; rl

few children are as young as 7. Adults mav
apply to be “rangers.”

While

we otiginally

ticipation in MOOSE Crossing was voluntary-

expected

children participate

projects, in practice it more often works the

in their spare time as an

rangers to help children with thcrr

activity. She was especially moti-

other way around. Children have much more

vated by a desire to share her creation with

time to devote to MOOSE Crossing and gets-

after-school

other children.

On finrshing Paradise Island,

she immediately

invited all her online friends

erally

understand

over for a swim. A successful project gives a

cal question
challenges

doing

of these

creative

projects,

writing

and

children

computer

are
pro-

better

than

adults

how

things work. Assrsting an adult wrth a technr-

child social capital within the community.
In each

about

is a real thrill for many kids and
some of their basic assumption\

learning.

On MOOSE Crossing, every-

one is playing, teaching,

and learning

all <It

in their spare time for fun. MOOSE

the same time, rather like Seymour

Papert’s

Crossing draws from children’s natural inter-

vision of activity In a “technologrcal

sambcr

ests to involve them

school”

[8]. Knowledge

valuable activities. They establish a new rela-

teachers

to students

tionship

everyone through

gramming

ming.

----.--.

set up a travel

trips there,

gave her a very personal

resort

school

stories about Imaginary

also a popular starting point for projects. One
girl first made a vacation

,rctrvr-

on MOOSE Crossrnrr

themselves

culture is

girl who

says that she hates math and math-like
ties loves programmrng

about MOOSE Crossing

spaceships. Commercial

th&

In school

a successful MOOSE object

For more information

see http:llasb.wvw.

In other

the world and expressing themselves.

MOOSE Crossing is immediately

. .._?

they are forced to do in school, but

and you can take the pot of gold. Children

context.

II;

something

to reading,

in these
writing,

intellectually
and program-

They begin to see them

%7-----

---

-.

not just as

is not passed from
but

is developed

bv

their activitres and rnterac-

tions with one another

Emergent Learning Experiences

while also connecting

Programmable bricks, StarLogo, and MOOSE
Crossing are three very different types of com-

al ideas.
But the process of constructional

putational

not a simple matter of “programming

construction

kits. The first involves

interaction with the physical world, the second involves the construction of virtual collaborations,

and

the

third

involves

collaboration on virtual constructions. What
unites these three diverse environments
is

to important

intellectudesign is
in” the

right types of connections. As students have
used programmable
bricks, StarLogo, and
MOOSE

Crossing, their learning experiences

have been somewhat

different

than we (as

their attempt provide both personal and epis-

developers) expected. This unpredictability
is
characteristic of constructional design. Devel-

temological connections.
Each of these kits
connects to student interests and experiences

opers of design-oriented
learning
ments need to adopt a relaxed

environsense of
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‘tontrol.”

Educational

designers cannot

and

should not control exactly what or when or
how students will learn. The point is not to

media design. In Computers

by Designing

What we can do as constructional

7. Martin,

designers is

sonal and epistemological connections-making it more likely for learners to find regions
that are both appealing and intellectually
interesting.

6. Martin, E Circuits to Control:
LEG0

Media Laboratory,

F. Ideal and real systems: A study of notions

of control in undergraduates
Constructionism

Hillsdale, N.J., 1996.

8. Paperr, S. The Children’s Machine.

design.

Basic Books,

New York, 1993.

MIT Press, Cambridge,

Developers of design-oriented
learning environments cannot “program” learning experiences directly. The challenge, instead, is to
create frameworks from which strong connections-and
rich learning experiences-are
likely to emerge. @

who design robots. In

in Practice, Y. Kafai and M. Resnick,

Eds. Lawrence Erlbaum,

users write simple rules for individual

directly. So too with constructional

MIT

1994.

cations of the ACM 36,7

then observe the large-scale patterns that
emerge. Users do not program the patterns

Learning Engineering

Robots. Ph.D. dissertation.

In some ways, the design of a new learning
environment
is like the design of a StarLogo
simulation. In creating StarLogo simulations,
objects,
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make a precise blueprint. Rather, practitioners
of constructional
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